In March 1782, a text entitled "A Magnanimous Act from Most Recent History" appeared anonymously in the Wirtembergisches Repertorium der Litteratur.¹ The author of this text, Friedrich Schiller, wrote about the distinction between two extremes coexisting within the human being, that is, the angelic and the demonic. For Schiller, who was at that time a young physician, this distinction opens up, but fails to identify and reflect upon, a potential middle ground between these extremes, that is, the possibility of becoming a magnanimous agent.² Only two years have passed since the completion of his third medical dissertation, entitled On the Connection between the Animal and the Spiritual Nature in the Human Being, in which Schiller focussed on the sensible/rational human being as an inseparable whole. He considered this unity to be the key to the understanding of humanity, not only in its physiological nature but also in its moral vocation.³ Schiller would remain driven by the possibility of reconciling the dualism of the sensible and rational in human nature throughout his life. In this paper, I concentrate on the Kallias Letters, composed more than a decade after the aforementioned medical dissertation, in which Schiller considered the human being as an entirety. These letters are mainly dedicated to the elucidation of a new theory of beauty. Nonetheless, within
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them Schiller additionally addressed questions pertaining to moral philosophy and the unity of the human being. The choice to analyse Schiller's *Kallias* was made due to the fact that these letters have been largely neglected in both the history of moral philosophy in general (within which Schiller's contributions remain relatively uninfluential) and contemporary Kant and Schiller scholarship in particular. I will show how, in this text, Schiller dealt with the difficulties inherent in explaining the nature of the human being, and how he or she should act, if one simultaneously accepts the dualistic view that humans consist in both sensible and rational being. In doing so, I will refer to an often discussed topos in the context of Kant scholarship: the alleged repugnance of Kant's ethics. The allegation of repugnance appears not only in the early reception of Kant's moral philosophy but is also to be found in recent Kant scholarship. After introducing Kant's account of the human being as a *homo duplex* in the first part of the paper, I will proceed, in the second, to focus on the *Kallias Letters* and present what Schiller defined as a repugnant element in Kant's explanation of a moral action, that is, the element of constraint, which has struck Schiller as truly "abhorrent" and plainly "disgusting"—to use the words Schiller himself directed against this aspect of Kant's theory of morals. Third, an excursus will follow in which I will draw out some illuminating similarities between Schiller's enterprise in the *Kallias Letters* and Maria von Herbert's correspondence with Kant. After additionally elucidating some distinctions that underscore the extent to which Kant's and Schiller's views differ, I will sustain the conclusion that, even though Schiller's accusation of repugnance appears to be too weak an objection to cause serious trouble for Kant's ethics, it does, however, point us towards a much more important problem inherent in Kant's dual presentation of the human being.

1 | KANT'S *HOMO DUPLEX*

One of the most pressing problems for the first readers of Kant's work was the apparent split representation of the human being as a subject divided between the realm of nature and the realm of freedom. These early receivers of Kant's work understood themselves to be dealing with a theory that supported a contrast between laws of nature on one hand and, on the other, the moral law as a law of freedom. These philosophers strove to find a way of invalidating the distinction between the sphere in which natural laws rule and the sphere in which the moral law exercises its influence. Those authors responding to the Kantian system at the end of the 18th century found themselves in the position of having to contemplate freedom in the context of a system in which severe necessity ruled the world. Such a seemingly insurmountable dualism was, of course, not a novelty in philosophical theories: after the Cartesian distinction between *res cogitans* and *res extensa*, the modern philosophical debate had been preoccupied with finding a proper solution for those sorts of dualisms. Yet, after Kant's philosophical systematisation, the problem became pressing once again. How, then, might it be possible to make sense of the human being as belonging to the two worlds as presented by Kant? Kant's definition of freedom was inescapably linked to the appropriateness of the idea of the *homo duplex* in relation to his wider system. In turn, this idea naturally suggests two further dichotomies: (a) that between human freedom and natural necessity; and (b) that between the sensible and the intelligible human being.

Rousseau had already stated in the *Social Contract* that "the acquisition in the civil state of moral liberty [...] makes man truly the master of himself. For to be driven by appetite alone is slavery, and obedience to a law one has prescribed for oneself is liberty."6 Kant followed Rousseau in his definition of freedom as autonomy; a consequence of which was that it brought Kant to admit of a strong dualism in the nature of the human being. This dualism in the nature of the human being is rooted in Kant's distinction between sensibility and understanding/reason and relatedly in that between the spheres of nature and freedom. These distinctions are not solely due to the requirements of Kant's practical philosophy, but also and most importantly to the principles underlying his theoretical philosophy. Kant illustrated these distinctions in the first *Critique*, most notably in the context of his Refutation of Idealism when explicating his doctrine of Transcendental Idealism.7 In laying forth the terms of his Copernican Revolution in theoretical philosophy, which implies the impossibility of the
cognition of things in themselves and the limitation of possible speculative cognition of reason to mere objects of experience,\(^8\) Kant was careful to not exclude that things in themselves can remain thinkable for us. The difference between phenomena and noumena opened up, as Kant himself summarised in the Architectonic chapter at the end of the *Critique of Pure Reason*, a broad horizon for philosophy as the "legislation of human reason" that pertains to two objects: nature and freedom.\(^9\) The philosophical system is occupied with both natural and moral law, yet carries an internal distinction between the "philosophy of nature," which "pertains to everything that is," and the "philosophy of morals," which pertains only to "that which should be."\(^{10}\) This dualistic approach and the associated principles which underlie Kant's theoretical philosophy are therefore, in addition, central to Kant's works related to practical philosophy. The clearest exposition of the consequences, for morality, of a dualistic account of human nature is to be found right at the beginning of the *Doctrine of Virtue*. Here, while explaining the concept of a duty to oneself, Kant quite clearly endorsed a strict distinction within human nature between sensible being and rational being.\(^{11}\) In those paragraphs, Kant noted that the homo noumenon puts the homo phaenomenon under obligation. This seemed to imply (at first glance) a contradiction, since "the one imposing obligation (auctor obligationis) could always release the one put under obligation (subjectum obligationis) from the obligation (terminus obligationis), so that (if both are one and the same subject) he would not be bound at all to a duty he lays upon himself."\(^{12}\) However, this is revealed to be a contradictory move in appearance only, once one looks at the two different senses of the term "human being." Kant wrote that the human being as homo phaenomenon is a natural being that "has reason and can be determined by his reason, as a cause, to actions in the sensible world."\(^{13}\) He regarded the homo noumenon, instead, as a being "endowed with inner freedom that can be put under obligation and, indeed, under obligation to himself."\(^{14}\)

Once this is made clear, his conclusion that "the human being (taken into these two different senses) can acknowledge a duty to himself without falling into contradiction," itself becomes consistent.\(^{15}\) This solution aimed to avoid the contradiction inherent in claiming that concrete moral obligation is provided by laws which have no stable coercive force. Still, this solution entails further consequences connected to the idea of the duplex nature of the human being. This is the problem connected with the two perspectives' view, which Kant already introduced in the first and second *Critiques* and in the *Groundwork*, and which was presented most clearly in his *Doctrine of Virtue*, in terms of its consequences in the context of moral philosophy: "When a human being is conscious of a duty to himself, he views himself, as the subject of duty, under two attributes: first as a sensible being, that is, as a human being (a member of one of the animal species), and secondly as an intelligible being."\(^{16}\) The clear implication is that there are two senses of the term "human being," according to Kant. On one hand, this suggests the existence of a practically rational, lawful subject living in the world of freedom and whose actions are characterised by autonomy as self-legislation. On the other hand, the explanation refers to a sensible subject who lives in the world of nature and whose actions are sensibly determined in a natural chain of causation. This dichotomy notwithstanding, Kant did not want to leave us with this strictly divided account of the human being: one in which a battle is fought between its disparate parts so that its rational nature might subdue and determine its sensible nature. What the critics tend to overlook is that Kant specifically wanted to avoid this problem. That is why he added at the beginning of Section 4 of the *Doctrine of Virtue*: "The subject that is bound, as well as the subject that binds, is always the human being only."\(^{17}\) With this single line, Kant endorsed the unity of the human being against the duality of a subject split between rationality and sensibility. Even so, how was this unity intended to be understood? In what way did Kant believe his assertion could be justified and grounded? The answers to these questions remain unclear. One might wonder whether Kant's proposal can be grounded at all. How could Kant refer to, and argue for, the human being as a unity that is both sensible and intelligible, while simultaneously maintaining the separation necessary in order that autonomy and obligation could remain meaningful? Unfortunately, Kant's emphasis upon the unity of the human being was neither explained nor further justified. This is the puzzle that early readers of Kant's philosophy were confronted by and which is so familiar to students of Kant today. With this in mind, let us now move on to Schiller's *Kallias*.\(^{18}\)
2 | SCHILLER’S KALLIAS LETTERS

If, according to Kant, human moral action always involves the concrete expression of the obrigatoriness of the pure rational practical law, then morality is bound to an overt constraint in its actual realisation. On the basis of the homo duplex theory, we can now reappraise Kant’s assertions in the second Critique. Here, Kant states that for all finite beings that have reason the moral law always has the form of an imperative. This is because these beings are always affected by needs and sensible motives and their acts of willing are never pure. For this reason, they are incapable of reliably confining their chosen maxims to those that do not conflict with the moral law (from which the element of constraint follows).18 This element of an overt constraint in the representation of a moral action is the ground for many critics to refer to a certain repugnance in Kant’s ethics. This happened also in the context of Schiller’s Kallias Letters, in which he linked the apparent repugnance of Kant’s ethics to his theory of a homo duplex.

Studies dedicated to the philosophical relevance of Friedrich Schiller have acquired a more distinct importance in recent years, most notably thanks to Frederick Beiser’s book: Schiller as Philosopher.19 Still, scholarly interest tends to focus on Schiller’s aesthetics, the most recent studies on which are just the latest in a series of serious work that centres on the Aesthetic Letters.20 Because of the preponderance of interest focused in this area of his thought, the relevance of Schiller’s proposals in the context of moral philosophy are often undervalued or reduced to being considered a misunderstanding of Kant’s ethics.21 As already noted, there already exist important exceptions to this line of reading, like the ones by Beiser, but also Baxley, Deligiorgi, Macor and Stern.22 Still, Schiller as philosopher has far more to offer philosophy, as Houngate also notes.23 In my attempt to understand the extent to which Schiller has been undervalued in areas of philosophy outside aesthetics, the Kallias Letters provide an excellent starting point.24

The Kallias Letters were composed during Schiller’s first tenure at the University of Jena and are part of his correspondence with Christian Gottfried Körner.25 In these letters, Schiller sets out a series of philosophical reflections dedicated not only to aesthetics, but also to morality. These reflections were occasioned by Schiller’s study of Kant, and in particular by his reading of Kant’s third Critique.26

In the letter of the series dated February 8, 1793, Schiller first furnished a clarification of the concept of beauty. He defined it as “freedom in appearance.”27 In explaining his definition, Schiller distinguished between freedom from the practical, that is, moral, perspective and the concept of freedom used in his theory of beauty. He determined that the concept of freedom in aesthetics is distinct from the concept of freedom deriving from practical reason.28

In cases relevant to aesthetics, the principle of pure practical reason that gives itself a law for action, that is, autonomy, can be extended to the appearance of beautiful objects, to which the aesthetic judgement is directed. A thing that we judge to be beautiful seems to us to be free. It seems to us as if it acted or was formed by principles that it gave itself. As Schiller put it, the object is beautiful because its characteristic is that of not-being-determined-from-the-outside.29 Consequently, we can see that the concept of a moral obligation that constraints our own sensible nature seems to be incompatible with Schiller’s theory of beauty in the Kallias Letters.

By explaining the idea of beauty as “autonomy in appearance,” Schiller contended that in observing a particular natural object and judging it to be beautiful, human beings must believe it to resemble something self-determining. The human observer, therefore, seems to discover a new form of freedom in the observed object, analogous to human autonomy, and thus the object appears to be an autonomous entity. Resultantly, the observer ascribes freedom to the observed object. We can now ask: what about a human being that acts morally? Consider the following passage from Schiller: “When the form of the non-reasonable is determined by reason […], its natural determination is constrained and beauty cannot arise. […] Just at the point that reason exercises its autonomy (which can never occur in appearance), its eye is insulted by heteronomy in appearance.”30 The human being is, of course, a rational being. However, it is at the same time a natural being. When we consider the human being merely as a natural being, its moral action could have the appearance of not being “autonomous” at all—from the perspective of sensible impulses and natural inclinations. This may happen because, in the case of moral action, pure practical reason applies its form (i.e., the law) to the action, so that pure practical reason serves as a guide not only for the rational but also for the natural being. In this way, the action becomes what it should morally be, namely, a moral action as a product
of a pure act of will. However, this action appears to suspend the laws of the sensible nature of human beings. The sensible human being appears to be under a law given by something else, that is, not by a sensible law deriving from the sensible being, but rather by the rational law deriving from the rational being. No autonomy in appearance is to be observed, according to Schiller. He underlined the problematic relation involved in this case and noted that the legislative action of reason in moral cases, which appears to an observer as constraint and sacrifice, does not merely imply the absence of beauty, but that it also elicits disgust. According to Schiller, “the violence against our drives which practical reason brings to bear on our moral determination of will appears as something disgusting and embarrassing.” What Schiller suggested was that even the coercion exercised by reason is disturbing: “it disgusts (outrages) us, for whom freedom is the highest thing, that something should be sacrificed for something else, and used as a means. [...] A moral action can never be beautiful if we observe the operation through which it is won from the sensory world.” These statements made by Schiller (which might be taken by some to be a bit of an exaggeration on his part) alleged that there is something repugnant to be found in Kant’s ethics. We can reconstruct Schiller’s rationale as follows:

1. given that beauty is defined both as freedom in appearance and as the free realisation of the essence of an entity
2. given that, where constraint is to be found, there is no place for beauty
3. given that Kant’s idea of autonomy, that is, of freedom as self-legislation, is always expressed as an overt constraint in actual human action, since the moral law applies not only to the rational being but also to the sensible being
4. then it follows that lack of beauty in moral actions is unavoidable, since the constraint of the rational law on the sensible being expressly contradicts the possibility of a beautiful action. Furthermore, Schiller added that the ugliness of moral actions can be implied, since the prevention of something attaining its beauty (i.e., apparent freedom) is what gives the feeling of repugnance.

If we take Schiller’s allegation as our starting point, an even more fundamental question might be posed. The relevant passages suggest that Schiller’s concern about Kant’s ethics was not to be confined exclusively to the fact that it allows no place for beauty. A further key aspect of Schiller’s argument consists in the way he approached the very idea of freedom in general, even in moral cases. For Schiller, moral constraint is to be regarded as problematic not simply because it prevents or lacks beauty, but because it essentially threatens to violate the idea of freedom itself. This more fundamental point could be taken as confirmation that the objection Schiller raised against Kant is not primarily aesthetic. Rather, its substance is rooted in a different and definitively richer conception of the human being. Against this background, we can better understand why Schiller considered that freedom in general was compatible with any form of constraint at all, and moral constraint particularly.

To facilitate our analysis of these matters, let us for a moment put aside the implausibility of the claim that where beauty fails to arise something repugnant arises, and recall the earlier analysis of Kant’s homo duplex as it appeared in the *Doctrine of Virtue*. Even though this work by Kant appeared after Schiller’s writing of the *Kallias Letters*, we can refer to it nonetheless, since here we find Kant’s clearest exposition of a concept that had appeared throughout earlier works: the constraint exercised by the rational being on the sensible being. We must go back to the first four paragraphs of the *Doctrine of Virtue*, where Kant discussed the duties to oneself. There, Kant seemingly assumed a strict division within the human being, between sensible being and rational being. Kant noted that in the case of a duty to oneself, the subject could always release itself from the obligation, so that it appears inconsistent to speak about a self-obligation.33 He solved the apparent conflict regarding the concept of a duty to oneself by claiming that the homo noumenon puts the homo phaenomenon under obligation.34 The homo noumenon, that is, the rational being, is the one who obligates. The homo phaenomenon, that is, the sensible, natural being, is the one under obligation. This is Kant’s solution to the conflict, and, in essence, his explanation of how morality works. The rational
law that is derived from the rational being may also act on the sensible being. Every time human beings act morally, the moral law functions as a necessitation on the sensible being, so that this rational law constraints all instincts opposing it. In conjunction with this representation of the human being, Kant presented the concept of virtue as strength of soul: “Virtue is the strength of a human being’s maxims in fulfilling his duty—Strength of any kind can be recognised only by the obstacles it can overcome, and in the case of virtue these obstacles are natural inclinations, which can come into conflict with the human being’s moral resolution.”35 A human being can be virtuous just insofar as he or she is not only a rational being, but at the same time always also a sensible being. Virtue as strength of soul is the fortitude to resist sensible impulses in cases where moral action is required and where those impulses conflict with the course of action dictated by the moral law.36 Virtue as strength of soul implies a commitment to the struggle against our sensible nature. This is why a pure rational being cannot be a virtuous being, as Kant already noted in the second Critique.37 It is rather the necessary striving to comply with morality that characterises human moral actions, which, according to Kant, marks the difference between finite rational beings and beings possessing a holy will.38 For human beings, the moral law never ceases to be a duty, since it is impossible for the moral law to become our nature in such a way that the accord between the sensible being and the rational being within one and the same human being were never to be disturbed. In a way that seems to anticipate Schiller’s critique in the Kallias Letters, Kant went on to say: “it is very beautiful to do good to human beings from love for them and from sympathetic benevolence, or to be just from love of order; but this is not yet the genuine moral maxim of our conduct, the maxim befitting our position among rational beings as human beings.”39 It is not the beautiful action Kant is referring to. It is, instead, an action guided by a “discipline of reason,” rather than by the ideal illusion of being able to attain holiness of the will.40

From this point of view, the sense of Schiller’s considerations in the Kallias Letters becomes clearer: Kant’s treatment of obligation, of virtue as strength of soul, of a discipline of reason, seemed repugnant to Schiller, due to the constraint by the rational being of the sensible being.

3 | EXCURSUS: MARIA VON HERBERT’S CORRESPONDENCE WITH KANT

Thus far, I have presented some of the reasons that form the basis of Schiller’s reference to a possible repugnance in Kant’s ethics in the Kallias Letters. Henceforth, I will look towards identifying both a possible endorsement of Schiller’s considerations and a way of escaping the allegation of repugnance. In order to achieve this, I will focus on Maria von Herbert’s correspondence to Kant.

Maria von Herbert was born in Klagenfurt as the daughter of an industrial pioneer.41 Maria’s brother, Franz Paul von Herbert, left in 1789 for Jena to study Kant’s philosophy with Karl Leonhard Reinhold. At the University of Jena, Franz Paul encountered many intellectuals: in particular, Friedrich Schiller, but also Johann Benjamin Erhard, Friedrich Karl Forberg and Friedrich Immanuel Niethammer. In the Spring of 1791, he returned to Klagenfurt and started an intellectual salon where the Critical Philosophy was fervently discussed and through which Maria first became acquainted with Kant’s philosophy. Taking an active interest in Kant’s moral philosophy, she wrote a number of letters to him, three of which have been preserved. These remarkable letters touch on, among other things, the morality of suicide and Kant’s proscription of it in the Groundwork. In the contemporary scholarship on Kant’s philosophy, Maria von Herbert is commonly taken to be a “moral saint.” In her essay on “Duty and Desolation,” Rae Langton notes that Kant did not realise he was corresponding with a moral saint.42

In the context of the discussion of the alleged repugnance of Kant’s ethics and the conflict between the sensible being and the rational being, Maria von Herbert provides us a very fitting and peculiar example. In writing to Kant, von Herbert noted:
I feel that a vast emptiness extends inside me, and all around me – so that I almost find myself to be superfluous, unnecessary. Nothing attracts me. I’m tormented by a boredom that makes life intolerable. Do not think me arrogant for saying this, but the demands of morality are too easy for me. I would eagerly do twice as much as they command. They only get their prestige from the attractiveness of sin, and it costs me almost no effort to resist that. I comfort myself with the thought that, since the practice of morality is so bound up with sensuality, it can only count for this world. I can hope that the afterlife will not be yet another life ruled by these few, easy demands of morality, another empty and vegetating life.43

Von Herbert realised perfectly what Kant’s ethics, and the necessity that every human being practice a discipline of reason, consists in. She was fully aware that the realisation of a moral action presupposes the possession of the strength to struggle against sensual inclinations, which necessarily happen not to be in accord with the demands of morality on each occasion. This is the only characterisation of moral action that is attainable for a human being in this world, according to Kant. Von Herbert rightly understood Kant’s point. As Langton notes, for von Herbert “morality itself has become a torment, not because it is too difficult, but because it is too easy.”44 Indeed, “moral credit depends on the battle of the will with the sensual passions, a battle which, when there are no passions, is won merely, and tediously, by default—and where can be the credit in that?”45

Von Herbert presented herself as a morally perfect being, since there was no opposition on the part of her sensible inclinations. For her, morality required no effort at all—no overt constraint was to be seen; the rational being had no need to coerce the sensible being into acting morally. It can seem as if von Herbert’s example could furnish a way of overcoming the antagonism between rational being and sensible being and, in this way, of rejecting Schiller’s accusation that Kant’s ethics were repugnant due to his reliance on what is essentially a fight between the sensible being and the rational being within one and the same human being. Given that Maria von Herbert exemplified a possible counterexample to the difficulty Schiller pointed out in the Kallias Letters, and thus acts as a possible refutation of his repugnance objection to Kant, we might now ask: is this refutation to Schiller’s objection viable? Moreover, what should the sensible being look like, in order to sustain this solution? How should its passions and inclinations be transformed, in order to remove the dichotomy and, in this way, to avoid the allegation of repugnance?

4 | MAGNANIMITY, HOLINESS OF WILL, DISCIPLINE OF REASON AND STRENGTH OF SOUL

It is not by reading the first and only response provided by Kant to von Herbert’s letters,46 but rather by looking at some passages from the second Critique, from the Doctrine of Virtue and from the Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View that I will show what Kant thought about this possible solution for resolving the conflict between the sensible and the rational being and, in this way, the accusation of repugnance.

I will start by considering a passage from the Anthropology, in which Kant brought to bear the Aristotelian concept megalopsychia (see Nicomachean Ethics, 1123a ff.) in order to address the problem as has been delineated so far: "Greatness of soul [Seelengröße] and strength of soul [Seelenstärke] concern the matter (the instrument for certain ends). Goodness of soul [Seelengüte], however, concerns the pure form, under which it must be possible to unite all ends, and so wherever it is encountered it is primordially creative, but also supernatural, like the Eros of the world of fable."47 The central concepts are thus: Seelengröße, that is, magnanimity or greatness of soul; Seelenstärke, that is, strength of soul; and Seelengüte, that is, goodness of soul. Goodness of soul is the concept that depends on the good will and which, famously, we are introduced to in the first lines of the Groundwork.48 As regards strength of soul, we are acquainted with this concept through some definitions found in the Doctrine of Virtue. In the quoted passage, we can see that both greatness of soul and strength of soul, that is, virtue, are each considered means for reaching moral ends, but only the goodness of soul as such is described as a sublime value in the manner of the third Critique, by
enabling us to comprise morally good maxims. A few pages later, Kant gives us a clear definition of magnanimity as greatness of soul, when he says that “both goodness and strength of soul must be found united in the same subject in order to bring out what is more an ideal than something that exists in reality; namely the right to the title of greatness of soul.” In this passage, he presents greatness of soul as the concept in which “culminates the moral qualification of a human being.” Again: strength of soul corresponds to the concept of virtue; goodness of soul corresponds to the proper capacity to determine moral maxims; but magnanimity or greatness of soul corresponds to the capacity through which all moral maxims correspond to the human being’s voluntary free intentions. Magnanimity is just an ideal, well exemplified by Kant’s representation of the Stoic Sage in the *Doctrine of Virtue*. The magnanimous human being has achieved the perfect noble-mindedness exemplified by the nobility of mind found in the stoic ideal of the sage. Maria von Herbert claimed to have resolved the dualism and to have reached exactly this stage. In so doing, she claimed to have actually become what Kant took to be impossible in actuality: the personified, concretely existing Stoic Sage. That is why, according to Kant, the experience described by von Herbert could not have been her authentic experience. She described herself precisely as a magnanimous agent; a state that Kant would claim is impossible for a finite rational being. Kant observed that greatness of soul is not of this human world, so that von Herbert is either mistaken or fanciful. Even her objection that there is nothing great in the idea of morality, because the obstacles to it are not so great and are easily overcome, could not correspond to reality. Kant would undoubtedly answer that von Herbert was underestimating the obstacles of moral action, as his considerations on the dangers of moral enthusiasm in the second *Critique* clearly show. According to Kant, the moral disposition in a human being (we can add: because of the finitude of this being), is always and cannot be other than a moral disposition in conflict. Regarding those agents acting upon moral enthusiasm:

not only have they quite failed to fulfil the spirit of the law, which consists in the disposition subjecting itself to the law, not in the lawfulness of the action (whatever the principle may be); not only do they locate the incentive pathologically (in sympathy or self-love), not morally (in the law); but they produce in this way a frivolous, high-flown, fantastic cast of mind, flattering themselves with a spontaneous goodness of heart that needs neither spur nor bridle and for which not even a command is necessary and thereby forgetting their obligation, which they ought to think of rather than merit.

The “frivolous, high-flown, fantastic cast of mind” here described by Kant corresponds to that attitude connected to a “spontaneous goodness of heart,” which a human being believes themselves to possess if he or she is convinced that they have become a completely rational being, rational through and through in the sense he or she spontaneously never favours oppositional inclinations over duty in an action. However, Kant added, morality for humans always implies virtue as strength of soul, in order that we may overcome the forces of our sensible nature: moral action implies a discipline of reason, rather than magnanimity as greatness of soul. Greatness of soul is not of this human world and so does not constitute a practicable solution in the context of Kant’s philosophy. Only strength of soul as virtue can be found in human beings.

5  |  CLOSING REMARKS

After the presentation of both Kant’s and Schiller’s point of view, one might wonder whether Schiller’s allegation of repugnance against Kant’s ethics in the *Kallias Letters* should constitute a problem at all. In the end, as already noted, Schiller has not given any argument for his claim that, where beauty fails to arise (as in the case of a moral action in which constraint becomes visible to the observer), something repugnant must arise. Schiller wanted to suggest that the lack of beauty in moral actions is unavoidable since the rational being’s constraint of the sensible being expressly contradicts the possibility of a beautiful appearance—and added that the ugliness of moral actions can be implied, since the prevention of something attaining its beauty causes repugnance. But the mere fact that something lacks beauty does
not seem to imply its being necessarily ugly. Eventually, we could furthermore think of Schiller as committing also a categorical mistake, because he seems to confuse the aesthetical and the moral level when considering the action at stake, when arguing that a moral action is (aesthetically) repugnant because (I repeat Schiller’s words once again), “when the form of the non-reasonable is determined by reason […], its natural determination is constrained and beauty cannot arise.” From this, it follows that also “at the point that reason exercises its autonomy (which can never occur in appearance), its eye is insulted by heteronomy in appearance.” At first sight, it even seems as if Schiller made the sense of repugnance arises from a rather cursory attempt to engage with Kant’s ethics.

However, Schiller is not merely making a point about Kant’s moral system being ugly. The essence of his objection concerns the problem that Kant did not allow a full human being to develop. In his critique of Kant, Schiller represented a new moral anthropological viewpoint. As Beiser already noted in reference to the Aesthetic Letters, and I believe this view can be sustained also with regard to the Kallias Letters, Schiller was trying to place morality “in a broader perspective, so that it becomes only one of the ends of life. He fears that if virtue alone were taken as the supreme good, then it would lead to a narrow moralism which places all human worth in the performance of moral duties alone.” Thus, we can see that, for Schiller, if we are to progress in moral philosophy, then this seemingly insurmountable duality of the human being, divided into the sensible and the rational, is a topic to which we should pay careful attention. Given his aim, it appears as if his reasons for undertaking the attempt to overcome Kant’s account of the homo duplex and, in so doing, to avoid what he took to be a repugnant element in Kantian moral action, were quite appropriate.

In the Kallias Letters, Schiller offered a first, tentative solution to the problem. His contention was that the moral act “would be a beautiful action only if it appears as an immediate outcome of nature.” This would mean that “a free action is a beautiful action, if the autonomy of the mind and the autonomy of appearance coincide. The highest perfection of character in a person is moral beauty brought about by the fact that duty has become its nature.” According to Schiller, then, in order to realise a moral and non-repugnant action, duty itself must become the nature of a unified, non-dualistic human being. This should be understood as quite different from the formerly accepted, yet now refuted notion in Schiller scholarship, which alleged that Schiller’s view implies a sort of natural savage. According to this discredited view, the entire power to guide action is given over to the inclinations grounded in the human being’s sensible nature. However, Schiller’s view in the Kallias Letters amounts to the claim that our inclinations should and can be brought into accord with the demands of duty.

What is sometimes overlooked is the fact that Kant would not object to this idea in its entirety. Kant would, though, surely want to retain the idea that our inclinations can deviate from the demands of duty and that this always will be the case in our imperfect, human life. Kant would always argue against the reachability of a perfect accord between inclination and reason: he would always wish to maintain the claim that, all these considerations withstanding, duty should continue to constrain human beings to some degree. In this regard, the above mentioned Schillerian view is in opposition to Kant’s own statements about the necessity of a discipline of reason and about the impossibility for holiness of will to be achieved in human beings. Accordingly, Kant also wished to assert the merely ideal nature of the concept of magnanimity and he concluded that inclinations “are always burdensome to a rational being” and that “even an inclination to what conforms with duty can indeed greatly facilitate the effectiveness of moral maxims but cannot produce any.”

Therefore, by presupposing the possibility that, in morally beautiful agents, inclinations never deviate from the demand of duty and duty should not continue to constrain them, Schiller’s critique in the Kallias Letters is rather addressed to Kant’s assertion that the only “proper moral condition, in which the human being can always be, is virtue, that is, moral disposition in conflict, and not holiness in the supposed possession of a complete purity of dispositions of the will.”

We could conclude that Schiller, in the Kallias Letters, against Kant, is convinced that it is not only virtue, as strength of soul, that can guide human moral action. For Schiller is interested in a life (even a moral life) characterised by strong passions, not in one filled merely with weak passions tamed by the moral law. Schiller is thus concerned with a life in which our sensuous and sensual character is strong but perfectly harmonised with the demands of duty.
He envisages a circumstance in which not only virtue, as strength of soul, but also magnanimity, as greatness of soul, is fit for the task of guiding human moral actions. And this is due to the fact that Schiller’s reflections are based on a different and richer conception of the human being. Schiller’s attempts to surmount the duality between sensible being and rational being, and his efforts to make magnanimous agents out of sensible humans, exposes a more fundamental problem for Kant’s dualistic account of the human being than the problematic and difficult to sustain allegation of repugnance.66
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